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Abstract

Neoclassical transport processes of electrons and ions are investigated in de-

tail for toroidally rotating axisymmetric plasmas with large flow velocities

on the order of the ion thermal speed. The Onsager relations for the flow-

dependent neoclassical transport coefficients are derived from the symmetry

properties of the drift kinetic equation with the self-adjoint collision opera-

tor. The complete neoclassical transport matrix with the Onsager symmetry

is obtained for the rotating plasma consisting of electrons and single-species

ions in the Pfirsch-Schliiter and banana regimes. It is found that the inward

banana fluxes of particles and toroidal momentum are driven by the parallel

electric field, which are phenomena coupled through the Onsager symmetric

off-diagonal coefficients to the parallel currents caused by the pressure gradi-

ent and by the flow shear, respectively.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Improved confinement modes of tokamak plasmas such as high-confinement modes (H-

modes)1 and reversed shear configurations2 are attracting considerable attention as promis-

ing means for achieving controlled fusion. Such a reduction of the transport level is generally

considered as caused by the large radial electric field shear (or sheared flow). In the Japan

Atomic Energy Research Institute Tokamak-60 Upgrade (JT-60U),3 the internal transport

barrier (ITB) with the steep ion temperature gradient is formed in the region where the

gradient of the toroidal flow is steepest.4 In rotating plasmas with the large flow velocities

on the order of the ion thermal speed vn, the toroidal flow shear influences the transport of

particles, heat, and momentum as an additional thermodynamic force, although, in conven-

tional neoclassical theories0"7, the flow velocities are assumed to be on the order of Sun and

the direct effects of the flow shear on the transport do not appear in the lowest order. Here

6 = pi/L is the drift ordering parameter, pi the ion thermal gyroradius, and L the equi-

librium scale length. It is important to derive the transport equations including the flow-

shear effects at the same order as particle and thermal transport for understanding the ITB

physics. Neoclassical ion transport equations for rotating plasmas were obtained by Hinton

and Wong8 and by Catto et al? However, neoclassical electron fluxes are also required for

a comprehensive description of transport processes. For example, the neoclassical parallel

(bootstrap) current is associated with the parallel electron viscosity and is necessary for

determining the equilibrium configuration self-consistently. In the present work, we derive

full transport equations for neoclassical electron and ion fluxes in the rotating plasma with

the toroidal flow velocity on the order of the ion thermal speed.

Hereafter we consider only axisymmetric systems, for which the magnetic field is given

by

B = /(*)VC + VCx V* (1)

where £ is the toroidal angle, $ represents the poloidal flux, and / ( # ) = RBT- In the

axisymmetric systems, the poloidal flow decays in a few transit or collision times and the

lowest-order flow velocity Vo is in the toroidal direction8:

Vo = V0C Vo = RV< = -J2c$'0(tf) (2)

where $ o W denotes the lowest-order electrostatic potential in 6 (which corresponds to

$_i in the paper by Hinton and Wong8) and Eo = - V $ o = - $ ' 0 V # . The toroidal angular

velocity V^ = -c$'o is directly given by the radial electric field and is a flux-surface quantity.

For particle species a with the mass ma and the charge ea, the phase space variables

(x;, £, fx, £) are defined in terms of the spatial coordinates x in the laboratory frame and the

velocity v' = v — VQ in the moving frame as8'10



, 1 . .,o - ma(v'< )2 v'| ,. . .„,
x = x , e = -ma{v) +=,a, n = ———, - ^ = ei cos£ + e2sin£. (3)

Here (ei,e2,b = B/£?) are unit vectors which form a right-handed orthogonal system at
each point, v' = v'^b + v'±, u'| = v' • b, and

Ea = ea4>! - -maF0
2 (4)

where $i = $i — ($i)[= O(6)\ is the poloidal-angle-dependent part of the electrostatic
potential. The magnetic flux surface average is denoted by {•). The lowest-order distribution
function is the Maxwellian which is written as

J e x p \ ~ w r ) = N

where the temperature Ta = Ta(*) and Na = iVa(^) are flux-surface functions although
generally the density na depends on the poloidal angle 6 through Ea and is given by8

(6)

This dependence of the density na on the poloidal angle 9 is one of the causes which com-
plicates the derivation of the classical and neoclassical transport coefficients for the rotating
plasma. For plasmas consisting of electrons and single-species ions with charge €i = Z,e, we
have8

e - m,(V<)2(i?2 - (R2))
* =

Te

(7)

where the charge neutrality condition Eaea^a = 0 is used and me/m,i(<€. 1) is neglected.
In toroidally rotating axisymmetric systems, the linearized drift-kinetic equation is writ-

ten as8"10

t'[,b • V£Q - CZ(ga) = ^rfa0 (WalXal + Wa2Xa2 + WaVXv + WaEXE) (8)

where Cf denotes the linearized collision operator [see Eq. (8) in Ref. 11] and ga is defined
in terms of the first-order gyrophase-averaged distribution function fai as

- _ i f
 e« fldl

Here f'dl denotes the integral along the magnetic field line, and E^ = b • (-V$ ( 2 ) -
is the second-order parallel electric field. The thermodynamic forces
v,XE) are flux-surface quantities defined by



i d(NaTa) a<«i> = _

/ R F \

The functions (WaUWa2,WaV ,WaE) are defined by

Wal = ̂ « j b • V ( W < + 1^,) = v\{b

Wa2 = Wal ( ^ - ^) = »[|b •

eav'uB

The neoclassical entropy production10'11 is kinetically defined in terms of / a i and Cf and is

rewritten in the thermodynamic form by using Eq. (8). The surface-averaged total neoclas-

sical entropy production is given by

]TTa<<7a
nd> = -J2TU I<Pv^cL

a{jal)\ = £ ( r ; c Xi + ̂ qn
a
c]xa2 + nfAv) + JEXE

a a \ J JaQ I a \ *• a I

(12)

where the neoclassical transport fluxes (r£cl,<2£cl/Ta,n£cl, JE) conjugate to the forces

(Xai,Xa2,Xv,XE) are defined by

f = (Jd3v gaWal) , ±-qf = (Jd3v gaWa2)

JE = -^^ = Y;{Jd3v9aWaE} . (13)

Here rjjcl, ^c l , and n^cl denote the surface-averaged radial fluxes of particles, heat, and
toroidal (angular) momentum, respectively, and JE represents the surface-averaged parallel
current. The neoclassical transport equations connecting the conjugate pairs of the fluxes
and forces are written as

0 = ^61 + ^12^2) + LiVXv + L\EXE
b

LV2Xb2) + LyyXy + LyEXE

^ LEVXy + LEEXE (14)



where the transport coefficients are dependent on the radial electric field through the toroidal
angular velocity V^ = —c$'o.

The remaining parts of this work are organized as follows. In Sec.II, using the formal
solution of the linearized drift kinetic equation (8), we prove the Onsager symmetry of
the neoclassical transport matrix for the rotating plasma consisting of electrons and multi-
species ions with arbitrary collision frequencies. In Sec.Ill, we describe the transport fluxes
other than the neoclassical fluxes to give the total transport of the particles, heat, and
toroidal momentum. In the cases of single-species ions, the explicit forms of the neoclassical
transport matrices for the Pfirsch-Schliiter and banana regimes are given in Sec.IV and
Sec.V, respectively. Conclusions and discussion are given in Sec.VII. Appendix A shows the
classical transport coefficients for the rotating plasma. In Appendix B, the first-order parallel
flows and the parallel momentum equations, which are useful to derive the neoclassical
transport equations, are obtained from the drift kinetic equation. The parallel viscosity
coefficients for the plateau regime, from which all the plateau transport coefficients except
for Lyy can be derived, are shown in Appendix C.

II. ONSAGER SYMMETRY OF NEOCLASSICAL TRANSPORT EQUATIONS
FOR ROTATING PLASMAS

In order to prove the Onsager symmetry of the neoclassical transport equations, it is
useful to note that the solution of the linearized drift kinetic equation (8) is written as

9a = ^2(Gab\ Xb\ + Gab2^b2) + GavXy + GaE^E (15)
6

where Gabm (m = 1,2) and GQM {M = V,E) are defined as the solutions of the following
equations:

V||b • VGa6m - £ C^iGabm, Ga>bm) = Sab — fboWbn (m = 1,2)
a' ±h

v'l{b • VGaM - J2 CUGaM, Ga,M) = ^rfa0WaM (M = V, E). (16)
a' a

Substituting Eq. (15) into Eq. (13), and comparing it with Eq. (14), we find that the
neoclassical transport coefficients are given by

L± = (Jtfv Wa± Gah^j (m,n = 1,2)

(m = 1,2;M = V,E)

(m = 1,2;M = V,E)

N = V,E). (17)



Here, let us consider separately two types of variable transformations, i.e., v'^ —• — u[|

and F c —• -VrC. For an arbitrary function F of v'^ and Vc, we define F + + , F+~, F~+, and

F as parts of F which are even-even, even-odd, odd-even, and odd-odd with respect to

the transformations uf| —• — u[| and V^ —*• — V1*, respectively. From Eq. (11), we find that

W = W++ + W— W+~ = W~+ = 0 (m = 1 2)
Warn — ¥r am T VY am i vv am vv am u \"1 *•,&)

W \t = W"1— + W~+ VV++ = W— = 0 (M = V E) (18^

Then, the first equation in Eqs. (16) is divided into the + + , H—, —h, and — parts as

, G+iJ = 0

a , (G^ , G-JJ = 0

«f,b • VG+^ - ECfa,(G-^, Gf tJ = ^ i / w W ^ T ("» = 1,2). (19)
ia' i f t

Similarly, the second equation in Eqs. (16) is divided into parts with these symmetries,

which is straightforward and not shown here. Next, we regard the transport coefficients as

functions of V^ and write them as the sum of even and odd parts with respect to V^\ for

example, L^n (m,n = 1,2) given in Eq. (17) are written as

LaL = Ltt + Ltn (m, n = 1,2) (20)

where

+ Wa--G;+)) (m,n = 1,2). (21)

From Eqs. (19) and (21), we obtain

GalamCa,y{Ga,}m,GVbn) + Ga,amCafb,(Ga,bn, Gblbn)} j = Lnm

T
a'O

(m, n = 1,2) (22)



where we have used the self-adjoint ness of the linearized collision operator [see Eq. (9) in
Ref. 11] and the antisymmetry relation

ljdzv xu[|b • Vxj)\ = - ( Id3v ipv'\\b • Vx) (x> V7: arbitrary functions). (23)

Equation (22) gives the Onsager symmetry for the coefficients L^n (m,n = 1,2) which is
rewritten as L^n(V^) = L^m(-Vc). In the same way as above, we can derive the On-
sager symmetry for the other coefficients. To summarize, the Onsager relations for all the
neoclassical transport coefficients are given by

(m,n = 1,2)

= LNM(-V<) (M,N = V,E)

(m = 1,2; M = V,E). (24)

We can see from the derivation here that the Onsager relations in Eq. (24) are robustly valid
even for the cases of multi-species ions and arbitrary collision frequencies.

Here, let us consider the case in which the system has up-down symmetry B{9) = B{—9)
(9: a poloidal angle defined such that 9 = 0 on the plane of reflection symmetry). In this
case, it is convenient to use the transformation T : (v^,9,V<') —• (—v̂ , —9, —V^). We note
that, under the transformation T, Way is invariant while Wam(m = 1,2) and WOE change
their signs. Also, the operators i>[|b • V and Cf commute with T. Therefore, we see that
Gay is symmetric and Ga&m (m = 1,2) and GaE are antisymmetric with respect to T. Then,
it is found from Eq. (17) that L^n, La

mE, Lvv, and LEE are even while La
mV and LYE are

odd in V£. Thus, for the system with up-down symmetry, we obtain the restricted forms of
the Onsager relations

(m,n = 1,2)

= -La
mV(-V<) = La

Vm(V<) (m = 1,2)

= La
mE(-V<) = -LEm(V<) (m = 1,2)

-LVE{-V<) = -LEV(VC)

LVV(V<) = Lvv(-V<)

(25)

III. TRANSPORT FLUXES OTHER THAN NEOCLASSICAL FLUXES

The particle, heat, and toroidal momentum fluxes for species a consist of the neoclassical
and other transport parts, and are written as10



pel i pncl i pa

Q? + q(
a
E)

= / fd3v famavcv

<£) n*n o m . (26)

Here the classical fluxes F^1, cfc\ and n^1 are caused by particles' gyromotion with collisions.

Their definitions and the classical transport coefficients for the rotating plasma are shown

in Ref. 10. The momentum conservation in collisions assures the intrinsic ambipolarity of

the classical particle fluxes, which implies that £ a ear
cj = 0 is valid for arbitrary values

of the radial electric field. In Appendix A, the classical transport coefficients for the case

of single-species ions are given. The fluxes F ^ , q{
a
E), and U[E) [see Eq. (20) in Ref. 10

for their definitions] are given from the inductive electric field E ^ = —c^dA/dt and do

not contribute to the entropy production. The anomalous transport fluxes ranom , q*nom, and

pjanom a r e driven by turbulent fluctuations and are defined in terms of the fluctuation-particle

interaction operator [see Eq. (26) in Ref. 10]. Then, the intrinsic ambipolarity of the particle

fluxes F*nom and F^£) are separately derived from the charge neutrality: X)aeaF*nom =

]Caear*,E) = 0. The fluxes F*, qff, and 11^ are defined in Ref. 10, and are related to the

thermodynamic forces Xai, Xa2, and Xv through the nondissipative antisymmetric transport

coefficients which satisfy the Onsager symmetry Eq. (24) [see Eqs. (23) and (24) in Ref. 10]

and vanish if the system has up-down symmetry.

It can be shown that the sum of the neoclassical fluxes (F£cl,q£cl,njJcl) and

gives

pncl ,rH = _rr/n ^BE\\ ) _ Cj_ / 5 j o l
a\na) {B2) g ^ B

+ Tl» = -macIVHnaI?)>-~" }

( 2 7 )

where F\\ai is the parallel component of the friction force Fai = f d?v mav' Ca(fa)- Those

fluxes in Eq. (27) that include (Ff ,qff,Tlff) are referred to as the neoclassical fluxes by

Hinton and Wong and by Catto et al. In Ref. 10 and in the present work, (Ff , ^ , n f ) are

8



considered separately from the neoclassical fluxes since the former result from the collision-
less particles' gyromotion and are related to the nondissipative parallel gyroviscosity. Now
that the Onsager symmetry is shown to be satisfied by the transport coefficients for both
(F£cl,q£cl,njJcl) and (Ff , g,f,nf), the symmetry is also valid for the transport coefficients
for their total fluxes in Eq. (27). From the charge neutrality and the momentum conserva-
tion in collisions with Eq. (27), we find that the particle fluxes (F"cl + Ff) are intrinsically
ambipolar:

1 ^ + rf) = o. (28)

Using the ambipolarity condition in Eq. (28), the number of the pairs of the particle fluxes
(F£cl + Ff) and the conjugate thermodynamic forces appearing in the transport equations
can be reduced by one without breaking the Onsager symmetry of the transport matrix.11

In the following sections, we consider the case of single-species ions (i) with charge et- =
Zje per particle, and derive the transport equations combining the five transport fluxes
[(F^1 + Ff ),(^c l + q?)/Te,(q?d + q?)/Ti,(n?el + Ilf), JE] with the five thermodynamic
forces (,Y;1,Xe2,X1-2,Xv,X£;):

pncl

£
n?cl

JE

T ee
12
ee
22

Tie
^22

T ee

re
LE\

Tei
•^12
Tei
^22
Tii

L*V2

LE2

L\y
L2V

L2V

Lyy

LEV

L\E

L\E

L\E

LVE

LEE

X V
xe2
xi2
Xy

XE

(29)

where the Onsager symmetry for the 5 x 5 transport matr ix is already guaranteed. Here,
The first thermo-we have neglected II"cl + Ilf which is O(me/mi) smaller than

dynamic force X*j is defined by
xa ^ i a(ivere) I
Zi Ne

+

= Xe >. (30)

With this reduction, we see that the O(6) radial electric field — d^ij/dV disappears from
the thermodynamic forces. Thus, in the axisymmetric toroidally rotating system, the O(6)
radial electric field neither affects the transport nor is determined by the ambipolar condi-
tion. Recall that the transport coefficients in Eq. (29) depend on the radial electric field
of O(6°) [not O(6)] through the toroidal angular velocity V^ = -cd$ 0 /d* and that the
thermodynamic force Xy is proportional to the radial gradient of the O(6°) radial electric
field [seeEq. (10)].

IV. PFIRSCH-SCHLUTER REGIME

In the Pfirsch-Schliiter regime, the ratio of the particles' mean-free path to the equilib-
rium scale length A = VTaTaa/L is used as a small ordering parameter, where Vra = \j2Ta/ma



is the thermal velocity and raa the collision time defined in Ref. 6. In this section, we derive
the full neoclassical transport equations for the rotating plasma consisting of electrons and
single-species ions in the Pfirsch-Schliiter regime. Here we retain terms up to C?[(me/m,)1/'2]
in order to obtain the electron transport coefficients, which are not considered in Refs. 8
and 9. In Ref. 8, the rotation speed divided by the ion thermal velocity Vo/vn is assumed
to be as small as A1</2 although, without this assumption, our results here are valid even for
Vo ~ vn-

According to the conventional analytical technique for the Pfirsch-Schliiter transport, let
us expand the O(6) distribution function ga in terms of the expansion parameter A as

s. = «S-1) + st 0 )+ * > + - . (3D
In the lowest-order with respect to A, the linearized drift kinetic equation (8) reduces to

= 0, from which we have

(-» + ̂ ufX, + ¥ ^ ) '-<e- •>• ( 3 2 »
Here, the O(6X~l) quantities a^-1), y\^x\ and 7 f̂x) are independent of the velocity vari-
ables (e,n). In Appendix B, some relations on the parallel flows and the parallel mo-
mentum balance equations are derived from the drift kinetic equation. The quantity
Up1' represents the O(6X~1) average parallel flow velocity, and is related by Eq. (B4)
in Appendix B to O^X'1) surface quantities r^X)(*) and q^l)(^6) as riaU^ = BT^l)

and q^~^ = Eanau^l) = Bq^l\ Then, we have EaT^^ = q[^l\ and therefore obtain
u^x) = F^1J = g^x) = 0 by noting from Eqs. (4) and (7) that Ea is dependent on the
poloidal angle 8. In the next order with respect to A, the linearized drift kinetic equation (8)
is written as

CL
a(g^) = «f,b• Vgi~V - ±fa0WaEXE (33)

where XE = (BE^)/(B2)1/2 is considered to be on the order of A(-1) since it is balanced
with the parallel current multiplied by the resistivity (oc A "̂1 )̂ although the other thermo-
dynamic forces Xal, Xa2, and Xv are regarded as O(X°) quantities.

In the derivation of the transport equations for the Pfirsch-Schliiter regime, only the
leading order terms of O(82X~1) are retained in the radial fluxes of the particles, heat and
toroidal momentum, which are written from Eq. (27) as

10



cl cl_

Z,-e'

Z,-e \ B

F\\el p 2 \

-TR) (34)

where we have used the definitions Aa = Ea/Ta, Fa2 = /d3v ma\'[ma(v')2/2Ta - 5/2]C0(/a)
(a = e, i), and the momentum balance F e l + F,i = 0 in collisions.

Multiplying Eq. (33) by m ^ - l ^ f V ) (j = 0,1,2, • • •) [43/2)(x2) = 1, L[3/2)(X2) =
5/2 - x2, • • • : the Laguerre polynomials ; x2 = ma(v')2/2Ta] and integrating them in the
velocity space give the O(6\^~1'>) parallel momentum balance equations. Then, we obtain
F\\aj = Jd3v mav[{-l)i-lLf!?{x2)CaUa) = 0 for j > 3 and

TeB •

BFllel/ne

BFl]e2/ne

- B •
2 B

| B • VAe + eB2(BE,A))/(B2)

me

nPTef, I - , 12 ^22 l(n{0) -A
(0)

-A-n-« ( 0 ) I B

(35)

(36)

which correspond to the leading order O(6X x) parts of Eqs. (B5). Here, the dimensionless

friction coefficients A^, Af2, A22, and A22 are related to the dimensionless coefficients dy, a^,

KM, and KM given in Ref. 7 as

Ae =
A 1 2 A 2 2

- 1

2 ~ e

A 2 2 — I TK|| (37)

Using the results of the 29-moment (29M) approximation in Ref. 7, we have Af x = 0.672,

Af2 = 0.558, A|2 = 1.945, and A22 = 1.110 for the case of Z{ = 1.

Using the magnetic surface average operations ( • ) and (Ao •) (Aa = Ha/Ta ; a = e, i) in

the parallel momentum balance equations (35) and (36), we obtain the following equations:

1)) + e{BEiA))(AeB
0

me

cl

-Ae
12 ^22AS

- zt-rS>)S>)

{ne)X;x + (neAe)Xe2 + (ne

{ne)X,e2
(38)

11



TleTee

cl
e

cl
e

f K2 A|21

' (neAe)X;l +
{neAe

' (neAeA,)^

V
2

{neA
)Xe2

i/Zi +

<
R2/
D L

l)X

• m ,

0

B2L

\ )u v-p(O)

'e2

Vt{neR
2Ae)Xv/Zi'

) (39)

(0)\ r(0 (40)

(

JO)
q = - | ^ f (A,B

2 miA22

(41)

where it should be noted that naraa (a = e,i) are independent of the poloidal angle 9. We

also have from Eq. (B6)

Ze(AeB + (A,B • Vli~l)) = 0. (42)

Now, using Eqs. (38)-(42) and (B4), we can express the O(8XW) poloidal flows (T^e\
m t n e linearthe O(6\(0)) parallel flows (v,\\Jv 9||oi)» an(^ ^ e Para^el friction forces

forms of the thermodynamic forces (X*1,Xe2,Xl2,Xv,X£). Then, we can calculate the
transport fluxes in Eq. (34) and obtain the transport coefficients in Eq. (29). The resultant
transport coefficients for the Pfirsch-Schliiter regime are given by

ee fee

ee fee

me c2l2

(neVeAeVe)j

(43)

me c2/2 [5
" neree e2 [2 {(B2){B*A2) - (B2Ai)2}

n2

Fe

veVe eAeVe {(B2){B2A2) - (B2A{)
2}

Afi
- A e

12

(44)

12



Le
w
e
2V Le

V2

nere i [\ (neR
2Ve)

-Ae
12

(45)

Le
IE

Le
2E

= cl
- l (ne) (46)

c2/ 2 I / n]
[ {) (B2Af)

- l

„ _- x ^ no / "T J \»e^i>

{(52)(7icA,-) — (52A,-)(ne)}'
4 x" ' {(S2)(52A2) - (52A,)2}2
25 2

4 V

e / \ e ' e / J \
- l

Ae
12

(47)

r« _ rt
i>2V — LlV2

me
c2l2 n2

eR
2AA 5

52 / + 2
i,->-<B2A.->(n.>}'

(n£i?
2V£)

-Ae
12

(48)

LJ f!
£2

(WeA,-> 5 , 2v 1/2 {(B2)(neA,) - (B2Ai)(ne)Y

2 \ / {{B2)(B*A2) -
rr

- i (£2)1/2'

0
(49)

13



Ae
11

-Ae
12

(50)

LVE — —LEV

- [ Ah -Af2 ] (neJR2Vj) ( (51)

(52)

w h e r e t e r m s u p t o O [ ( m e / m i )
1 / ' 2 ] a r e r e t a i n e d , a n d t h e 2 x 2 m a t r i c e s A e , U e , a n d V e a r e

defined by E q . (37) a n d

1 Ae
0 1 0 1

(53)

forIn Eqs. (43)-(52), M 7 denotes the transpose of M and (M) is defined by (M) =

an arbitrary matrix M = [M,*].

It is found that, even if there is no up-down symmetry, the Pfirsch-Schliiter transport

coefficients in Eqs. (43)-(52) satisfy the restricted version of the Onsager symmetry given in

Eq. (25) since the inhomogeneity of the magnetic field is ignored within the mean free path

in the Pfirsch-Schliiter regime [see also Eq. (A3) in Appendix A showing that the restricted

version of the Onsager symmetry is also valid for the classical transport coefficients].

V. BANANA REGIME

In order to analytically obtain the neoclassical transport coefficients for the banana

regime, we hereafter consider the large aspect ratio toroidal system and use the toroidal

coordinates (r, 9, £) where the minor radius r is a label for magnetic surfaces. The major

radius is given by R = Ro+r cos# (Ro: the distance between the major axis and the magnetic

axis) and r/Ro < 1 is assumed. The banana regime is represented by UTaraa > (Ro/r)3^2

where ura = VTa/(QRo) is the transit frequency and q = TBTI(RQBP) is the safety factor.

When UxaTaa > 1> the dominant parts of the radial transport fluxes in Eq. (27) are given

by

14



n,nncl

(54)

where the distribution functions ha (a = e, i) are defined by Eq. (B2).

It is shown from Eqs. (4), (6), and (7) that , in the lowest-order with respect to the inverse

aspect ratio T/RQ < 1, the electron and ion densities are also regarded as surface functions:

ne = ZiTii ~ iVe where O(me/rrii) terms are neglected. Then, the surface-averaged parallel

momentum balance equations for u)TaTaa > 1 are obtained from Eqs. (B4), (B5) and (B6)

as

necl X*el
(55)

o 77

ljdzv me(vffB • Vhe\ + Ijd3v m,(t;[|)2B • VftA = 0

where the dimensionless friction coefScients are given by

( 5 6 )

(57)

\ (58)

In Eqs. (55) and (56), we have used the notation qa9 = qa0 - (Ba)Ta0 (a = e,i) and the

13-moment (13M) approximation to express the friction forces in terms of the flows.

Now, let us use the banana regime parameter {Rolr)zl2{ijjTaTaa)~l < 1 to expand the

distribution functions as

(59)
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The lowest order of the linearized drift kinetic equation is written as i>[|b • V/i^0) = 0 which

shows that h^ is independent of the poloidal angle 9:

^(0) _ /j(°)(p u; \&). (60)

Thus h^ (o = e,i) make no direct contribution to the neoclassical fluxes as shown by

substituting Eq. (60) into Eq. (54). In the next order, the linearized drift kinetic equation

gives

^CL
a [/a0 (UalXal + Ua2Xa2 + UaVXv)} + ^r . (61)

Then, we have the solvability conditions6 for Eq. (61) as

\ (62)

(63)

where *̂,0^ is divided into the even (+) and odd (—) parts in v'^.

-hi~\ (64)

We need to calculate the lowest-order parallel viscosities (fd3v ma(v'^)2B • Vh^\ and

(jd3v ma(v'^)2 (m°^^— | J B • Vh^\ (a = e,i) in order to obtain the radial fluxes in Eq.

(54). It is found from Eq. (61) that only the odd part h^ is necessary for calculation of

those lowest-order parallel viscosities. Following the standard procedure by Hirshman and

Sigmar,6 we can obtain the solution h^ of Eq. (63) and derive the parallel viscosities, which

are written in the linear forms of the poloidal flows:

Pal a9

(65)

The dimensionless coefficients p,aj (a = e,i ; j = 1,2,3) are defined by

5V-1

fr "2) <» = c,i ; j = 1,2,3) (66)

where the velocity-dependent collision frequency l/fa = u^(x) (x = v'/vra) is defined in

Ref. 6, and T denotes the square of the toroidal flow velocity normalized by the sound
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wave velocity: T = miVo2/(Z,Te + T;). For 0 < T < 1, the banana regime dimensionless

coefficients fiaj (a = e,i ; j = 1,2,3) defined by Eq. (66) are fitted as

fiei = 0.533 (1 + 0.923T - 0.501T2 + 0.199T3) + (1 + 2.064T - 1.690T2 + 0.765T3)Z,

fie2 = -0.625 (1 + 1.551T - 0.960T2 + 0.392T3) - 1.500 (1 + 3.124T - 2.709T2 + 1.239T3)Z<

fie3 = 1.386 (1 + 1.533T - 0.998T2 + 0.414T3) + 3.250 (1 + 3.392T - 3.029T2 + 1.395T3)Z,

fin = 0.533 (1 + 0.923T - 0.501T2 + 0.199T3)

fii2 = -0.625 (1 + 1.551T - 0.960T2 + 0.392T3)

A,3 = 1-386 (1 + 1.533T - 0.998T2 + 0.414T3) (67)

where the ion-electron collision contributions of O(me/mi) are neglected. Appendix C shows

the parallel viscosity coefficients for the plateau regime, from which all the plateau transport

coefficients except for Lyv can be derived.

Now, by using Eqs. (55)-(57), (65), and (B4), we can express the parallel viscosities

( / A m ^ J f B ' V ^ ) , (j^vmaiv'^l^^-fjB-Vha) (a = e,i) and the parallel
current Jg — e(ne(u\\i — U\\e))l{B2)1^2 in the linear forms of the thermodynamic forces

(X*x, Xe2, Xi2, Xy, XE). We find that the effects of the toroidal flow velocity (not its shear)

on the electron and ion parallel viscosities for the banana regime are included only through

T in Eq. (66). As in Ref. 8, we have used here the approximate expression for the parallel

velocity u[| of the trapped particle in the toroidally rotating plasma with the large aspect

ratio:

2Ta " -

In the right-hand side of Eq. (68), the term proportional to T is derived from the poloidal

dependent part of the potential function Ea which consists of the electrostatic potential

and the effective gravity potential due to the centrifugal force [see Eqs. (2), (4), and (7)].

The sum of this poloidal variation =.a and the poloidal magnetic variation forms the well

for trapped particles, which is expressed by (r/Ro)(l + T/x2)cos8 in Eq. (68). Thus, the

toroidal rotation increases the trapped particles' population and accordingly the parallel

viscosity coefficients as shown by the enhancement factor (1 + T/x2)1 / 2 in the right-hand

side of Eq. (66).

In order to obtain the full transport equations, we need to also derive the linear ther-

modynamic expression of (fd3v [miI2(v'^)2/B2 + /j,R2B'p/B]CfJ(gi)\ which is necessary for

the radial flux of the toroidal momentum in Eq. (54). This requires the solution h\ of Eq.

(62), which can be given as in Ref. 8 by minimizing the positive definite functional:

' ' 1 U(+) , rmcXy (m£_(v>)2+
 R2BP
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R2Bl\
(69)

where C^ denotes the linearized ion-ion collision operator with the ion-electron collisions
neglected. Then we have the approximate solution

- (+) micI2Xv(n
2/B3) ,

Z,eTi (n2 (70)

from which (/d3v [ m , / 2 ^ ) 2 / ^ 2 + nR2B2
PlB\Ct{gi)) is given in the linear form of Xv.

Thus, the final banana transport formulas form a 5 x 5 system of the coefficients as
follows:

ee Tee
11 -^12
ee Tee P>e2

(71)

Tie

L ie
22 2T,

(72)

ee
11
ee

(73)

Le
2E

22

12

(74)

zf

m,K0
2

23;

0 \ Tee

(75)

(76)

L2E — ~^>E ~ 7 - cyp I ^1
Zi \ na 21 i )

(77)

10
(78)

(79)
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1.469T „ \i j-^yyr i^r' r ,e je 1
LEE = as\l- 1-jn-—J—.[lh lh j

I22

i\2
(80)

where as = {e2neTee/me)l22/[lhl22 ~ fe)2] denotes the Spitzer resistivity and Bp =

represents the poloidal magnetic field. The dimensionless friction coefficients ljk (j, k = 1,2)

are written in Eq. (58) and the dimensionless viscosity coefficients fiaj (a = e,i; j = 1,2,3)

are given by Eqs. (66) and (67). Recall that \I> is used to define the radial transport fluxes

and the radial thermodynamic forces in such a way that qa = (qa- V'J) and Xa2 = —5Ta/d\&.

When we use r instead of \f to define the radial fluxes and forces, the resultant transport

coefficients are immediately given by replacing | V $ | in Eqs. (71)-(80) with the unity.

We find that, in the large aspect ratio system, the banana transport coefficients in Eqs.

(71)-(80) are much larger than the classical transport coefficients in Eq. (A2) by a factor

of 0[q2(Ro/r)3/2] except for the diagonal banana coefficient for the toroidal momentum

transport Lyv — ̂ ^q2{p2lTii)nimiRV^^\2 which is comparable to the classical one Lvv ~

•^-(pf/Tu)nimiRl\V^!\2. All the coefficients in Eqs. (71)-(80) are functions of Vo as seen

from the explicit appearance of Vo and from the flow dependent viscosity coefficients [see

Eq. (66)]. From Eq. (75) with the small electron mass terms neglected, the toroidal flow

dependence of the ion thermal diffusivity L'2'2 appears through [/i,3—(/x,2)2/A.i] = 0.653 F(T)

where the enhancement factor F(T) for the ion thermal diffusivity is fitted for 0 < T < 1

as

F(T) = 1 + 0.765T + 0.631T2 + 0.280T3. (81)

This enhancement factor is in good agreement with that given by Catto et al.,9 F(T) =

1 + 0.75T + 0.60T2 + 0.26T3 [see Eq. (98) in Ref. 9 and note that T is written as X in their

notation], in spite of the difference between the solution methods: our calculation is based on

the moment expansion method with the 13M approximation while they use the variational

technique. We find from Eqs. (67), (71), and (81) that the banana particle diffusivity and

the banana electron and ion thermal diffusivities are monotonically increasing functions of

T. This is because the potential well due to the toroidal rotation increases the number

of the trapped particles as mentioned after Eq. (68). We also find from Eq. (74) that the

coefficient L\E for the bootstrap current (see below) depends on the toroidal flow velocity

through (/iei^22+/*c2^i2) = 3.962 G(T) where the enhancement factor G(T) for the bootstrap

current coefficient is fitted for 0 < T < 1 as

G(T) = 1 + 0.868T - 0.539T2 + 0.229T3 (82)

where Z, = 1 is assumed.

The transport coefficients in Eqs. (71)-(80) satisfy the restricted version of the Onsager

symmetry given in Eq. (25) since we have used the large aspect ratio approximation where
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the magnetic surfaces (r = const) have circular cross sections. A well-known pair of Onsager

symmetric neoclassical transport coefficients is that of L\E and Le
El(= —L\E) [see Eq. (74)].

The off-diagonal coefficient L\E < 0 indicates that the parallel electric field XE gives the

inward particle flux Fe = L\EXE < 0 due to trapped particles, which is known as the Ware

pinch effect.12 The counterpart Le
El(= —L\E) represents that a negative radial pressure

gradient X*x produces the parallel current (the bootstrap current) JE = Le
EiX*y. Since

the toroidal momentum transport II, and the flow shear Xv enter the transport equations

for the toroidally rotating plasma as a new conjugate flux-force pair, there appears a new

physically important pair of Onsager symmetric neoclassical transport coefficients LVE and

LEV{= -LVE)- The coefficient LVE = {miRQVQlZi)L\E [see Eq. (79)] shows that the parallel

electric field XE gives the inward toroidal momentum flux II, = LVEXE (which has the

opposite sign to Vo) due to the pinched trapped ions with the mean toroidal velocity Vo.

From its partner LEV(= —LVE), we find that the flow shear Xv drives the parallel current

JE = LEVXV- The ratio of the flow shear driven current to the pressure gradient driven

current is given by

LElX'el ~ dP/dr ~~Tli (83)

where Lp = —(dlnP/dr)'1 denotes the gradient scale length of the total pressure P =

neTe + riiTi and LE = —(din Vo/dr)"1 represents the toroidal flow shear scale length which

is equivalent to the radial electric field shear scale length. Thus, if (dIn P/dr)(d In Vo/dr) > 0

(< 0), the pressure gradient driven current and the flow shear driven current flow in the

same direction (in the opposite directions). The result given by Eq. (83) is understood in

the following way. Both the neoclassical currents result from the parallel electron viscosities

and are proportional to the poloidal electron flow Teg [see Eq. (65)]. Then, in the large

aspect ratio system with the large toroidal flow, they are approximately proportional to

the perpendicular current Jx which consists of the diamagnetic part driven by the pressure

gradient dP/dr and the ion polarization part driven by the inertia term n,m,Vo dV0/dr. The

former corresponds to the denominator and the latter to the numerator in Eq. (83).

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

In this work, we have studied neoclassical transport for the axisymmetric system with

the large toroidal flow velocity (~ vji). In the toroidally rotating plasma, the transport

equations involve a new pair of the transport flux and the thermodynamic force: the radial

flux of the toroidal momentum and the toroidal flow shear which is proportional to the

radial electric field shear. For general rotating plasmas consisting of multi-species particles

in arbitrary collisional regimes, the Onsager symmetry of the neoclassical transport matrix
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is proved by using the formal solution of the linearized drift kinetic equation with the self-

adjoint collision operator, and its restricted form for the system with up-down symmetry is

also shown. The complete neoclassical electron and ion transport equations are derived for

the Pfirsch-Schluter and banana regimes in the case of single-species ions and the Onsager

symmetry is directly confirmed by them.

We have found that the toroidal rotation causes the centrifugal force and the poloidal

variation of the electrostatic potential, which result in the increase of the trapped particles

and therefore the enhancement of the parallel viscosities, the particle and thermal diffusivi-

ties, and the transport coefficients concerned with the pressure gradient driven (bootstrap)

current and the Ware pinch. It is also shown that the parallel inductive electric field drives

the inward banana flux of the toroidal momentum in addition to the Ware pinch of the par-

ticles. These inward particle and momentum fluxes driven by the parallel electric field are

related through two pairs of the Onsager symmetric off-diagonal coefficients to the pressure

gradient driven current and to the flow shear driven current, respectively. The ratio of the

flow shear driven current to the pressure gradient driven current is written as the inertia

term rc^m,!^ dVo/dr divided by the total pressure gradient dP/dr so that these currents flow

in the same direction (in the opposite directions) when (dP/dr)(d\nV0/dr) > 0 (< 0). In

such shear flow regions as the ITB observed in JT-60U,4 toroidal flow effects on the par-

allel current (the flow shear driven current and the enhancement of the coefficient for the

pressure gradient driven current) are roughly estimated to reach the order of ~ 10% of the

pressure gradient driven current calculated without taking account of the flow effects, and

thus should not be neglected for accurate calculation of the current profile and the magnetic

configuration.

Nagashima et a/.13 obtained from the JT-60U experiment the toroidal momentum diffu-

sivity x<t> a n d the inward velocity tWard f° r the toroidal momentum transport. These are

related to the transport coefficients given in the present paper by Lyv = ^i^ii-RoX^I^7^!2

and LyEX£ = —n,m,i?oVoVinward|V |̂, and are written from the results in Sec.V as

X<t> = -^{JQ^ + i)tf/Tu and vinward = 2.4 Z~lG{1){r/RQ)112CE\\/BP for the banana regime.

Their experimental results give typically \<t> ~ 1 m2/s and t>inWard ~ 1 m/s, which are

much larger than the predictions by the above neoclassical model x<t> ~ 10~4 rn2fs and

înward < 0.1 m/s. Thus, the radial transport of the toroidal momentum is considered to be

dominated by the anomalous processes. In our previous paper10, the anomalous transport

fluxes for the rotating plasma are formulated based on the gyrokinetic equations, and the

simple expression for the anomalous toroidal momentum diffusivity is given for the mixing

length level of the ion temperature gradient (ITG) driven turbulence [see Eq. (66) in Ref.

10 where nf corresponds to x<t>]- This mixing length type estimation can give a larger mo-

mentum diffusivity on the order of the experimentally observed one. However, in order to

describe the anomalous pinch of the toroidal momentum and explain the significant reduc-
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tion of the transport at the ITB, more elaborate investigation on the anomalous transport

fluxes in the rotating plasma is required as a future task.
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APPENDIX A: CLASSICAL TRANSPORT FOR TOROIDALLY ROTATING
PLASMAS CONSISTING OF ELECTRONS AND SINGLE-SPECIES IONS

The classical transport equations for the rotating plasma consisting of electrons and

multi-species ions are derived in Appendix A of Ref. 10. In the case of single-species ions,

they are written as

-L09'

m1
%

( rcl\et

where the classical transport coefficients are given by
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'^in)). (A2)

Here, the poloidal magnetic field is given by Bp = \W\/R and the collision times raa

(a = e,i) are defined in Ref. 6. The dimensionless friction coefficients are given by le
n = Zi,

l\2 = \Zi, \\2 = y/2 + ̂ Zi, \22 = y/2, and If = f%/2. The classical ion particle flux is given

from the electron particle flux through the intrinsic ambipolarity condition Tf = Tf/Zi.

With respect to the small mass ratio me/mi, we have retained the terms up to C?[(me/m,)1/'2]

in Eqs. (Al) and (A2) although the terms of 0(m e / ra t ) such as Fig1 have been neglected. We

see from Eqs. (A2) that the classical transport coefficients satisfy the Onsager symmetry

(Lcl)%n(V
c) = ( I c l )^ n ( -V c ) = (Lcl)^m(Vc) (a, b = e, i ; m, n = 1,2)

{LdrmV(V<) = -(Lci)a
mV(-V<) = (Lcl)a

Vm(V<) (a = e , i ; m = 1,2)

(Lcl)vv(V<) = (Lcl)vv(-V<) (A3)

which has the same form as Eq. (25) and is valid even without up-down symmetry since the

classical transport is a spatially local process.

APPENDIX B: THE FIRST-ORDER PARALLEL FLOWS AND PARALLEL

MOMENTUM BALANCE EQUATIONS

From Eqs. (8) and (11), the linearized drift kinetic equation is rewritten as

u\\u v na ^a\yo) — rp JaO'"aE-^-E \ai-)

where

ha = 9a~ ̂ rfao (UaiXal + Ua2Xa2 + UaVXv). (B2)

Multiplying Eq. (Bl) by the unity and (e/Ta — 5/2), and integrating them in the velocity

space give the continuity equation and the energy balance equation of O(6) as

( / hfj = B • V (n.*i) + V • (n.Ui.0 = 0

Integrating Eq. (B3) along the magnetic field line, we have the O(6) parallel flows:

n««||ai = Jd3v /«!«[, = Br,a(*) + ̂  (xal + AaXa2 + maR
2V<Xv)

Xa2 + AamaR
2V<Xv\ (B4)
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where the surface quantities Fae(*) and qae(^) are obtained as integration constants.

Multiplying Eq. (Bl) by mav'^ and mav'^[ma(v')2/2Ta - 5 / 2 ] , and integrating them in the

velocity space gives the parallel momentum balance equations of O(8):

r (BE[A)) ,
J d3v ma(«[|)2b • Vha - naeafl

X " ' = J dzv mav\f^ga) = F,|al

- - 0 b- = Jd3v mav[ { ^ - - 0 Cffo) = Fl|a2. (B5)

Using the charge neutrality ^2anaea = 0 and the momentum conservation in collisions

£ a Fai = 0 with Eq. (B5), we obtain

£ / d3u ma(u[|)2b • Vha = 0. (B6)

Equation (B6) expresses the balance of the total stresses in the rest frame of the plasma.

APPENDIX C: PARALLEL VISCOSITY COEFFICIENTS FOR THE PLATEAU
REGIME

Here, we derive the parallel viscosity coefficients for the plateau regime for the large

aspect ratio toroidal system [see Eqs. (65) and (66) for the banana regime] where (Ro/r)3^2 ;$>

^TaTaa > 1 is satisfied. For that purpose, it is convenient to rewrite the O(S) distribution

function ha as

ha = ~titl) + h (Cl)

where % / = i ) is the / = 1 component in the expansion by the Legendre polynomial P/(r/) of

r] = v'^/v1, which is written in the 13M approximation as

i(/=i) _ f
 m°v\\ B f 2qa6 (ma(v')2 5\j

Then, let us divide ka into the even (+) and odd (—) parts A^+) and Ua~^ with respect

to the transformation (v\\,0) —>• (—v\\,—d): ka = k[+^ + k[~\ It should be noted that

only the odd part k^ contributes to the parallel viscosities (jd3v raa(V|i)2B • Vha\ and

(jd3v ma(t;[|)
2 (II^- - | ) B • Vha). From Eq. (Cl), (C2), and (Bl), we have the drift

kinetic equation for k[~^ in the plateau regime as

d0 2 dr?) a

maV'B°
( C 3 )
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which is solved to give

*") = R~o v
 + &) faOlr;Va

-r-ze ( C 4 )

where va = {u>TaTaa)~lTaauf)(x)Ix (x = v'/vTa)- Then, by using Eq. (C4), we obtain the

parallel viscosities as

RQJ qRo

Here the dimensionless coefficients jj.aj (j — 1,2,3) are defined by

f°° ( 5V"1 / T \ 2

which gives

T + ^

H + »T + HT». (C7)

Noting that Eqs. (54)-(57) are still valid for the plateau regime and using them

with Eqs. (C5)-(C7), we can express the parallel viscosities l / A m ^

(fd3v raa(i>||)2 y^x'J— I) ^ ' ^^«) (° = e>0 &n^ t n e parallel current JE =

u\\e))l{B2)ll2 in the linear forms of the thermodynamic forces ( X ' ^ X ^ X ^ X y , ^ ) . Ac-

cordingly, we can obtain all the transport coefficients in Eq. (29) for the plateau regime

except for Lvv, which are immediately given from Eqs. (71)-(77), (79), and (80) by re-

placing the banana parallel viscosities 1.469 maBl(r/RQ)1I2T~}fiaj (a = e,i; j = 1,2,3)

[see Eqs. (65)-(67)] in them with the plateau viscosities ^rriaBKr/Ro)2(vTa/'qRo)ftaj

(a = e,i; j = 1,2,3) [see Eqs. (C5)-(C7)].
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